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Outline
• Representation systems (projection and 

perspective)

• Alternative perspectives in Computer Graphics 
(multiple perspective, non-linear)

• Glassner - multiple perspective rendering

• Agrawala - multiple perspective projection

• Singh - non-linear projection (based on multiple 
perspectives and based on distortions of 
geometry)

Plate 1. Our reconstruction of Giorgio de 
Chirico’s Mystery and Melancholy of a Street. 
The thumbnails show the 5 local camera views,
with attached geometry highlighted in green.
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Plate 3.Multiple oblique projections create an artificial sense of 
perspective, but still allow some area comparisons. In (b) the  pink 
building’s rooftop area (arrow) is exaggerated. In (a) it correctly 
appears to be about the same size as the gray rooftop next to it.

(a) Multiple Oblique Projections

(b) True Perspective Projection

Plate 4.Our fixed!view constraint can improve composition and give 
scenes a "cartoony" feel. In (a) it is possible to see the faces of both 
characters. In (b) the sitting character’s face is not visible. The 
constraint only affects translational motion, so objects can rotate and 
deform as 3D bodies. In the animation frames to the left, the fixed!view 
constraint is enforced on both cars. In the first and last frame the  
views of the cars are the same, but when the blue car turns to pass the 
red car in the middle two frames, we can see the tires rotate and the blue 
character’s uniform becomes more visible than that of the red character.

(a) Fixed!View Constraint on Car (b) Single Projection

Plate 2. A multiprojection still life containing 10 camera groups took
about an hour to create with our system. The impressionist style 
painting was created in a post!process using Hertzmann’s [7] image 
processing algorithm.
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RYAN: Rendering Your Animation Nonlinearly projected

Patrick Coleman∗ Karan Singh†

University of Toronto

Abstract

Artistic rendering is an important research area in Computer Graph-
ics, yet relatively little attention has been paid to the projective
properties of computer generated scenes. Motivated by the sur-
real storyboard of an animation in production—Ryan—this paper
describes interactive techniques to control and render scenes us-
ing nonlinear projections. The paper makes three contributions.
First, we present a novel approach that distorts scene geometry such
that when viewed through a standard linear perspective camera, the
scene appears nonlinearly projected. Second, we describe a frame-
work for the interactive authoring of nonlinear projections defined
as a combination of scene constraints and a number of linear per-
spective cameras. Finally, we address the impact of nonlinear pro-
jection on rendering and explore various illumination effects. These
techniques, implemented in Maya and used in the production of the
animation Ryan, demonstrate how geometric and rendering effects
resulting from nonlinear projections can be seamlessly introduced
into current production pipelines.

CR Categories: I.3.3 [Computer Graphics]: Image Generation—
Viewing Algorithms; I.3.5 [Computer Graphics]: Three-
Dimensional Graphics and Realism—Animation

Keywords: Non-Photorealistic Rendering, Multiprojection, Non-
linear Perspective, Local Illumination

1 Introduction

Artists using traditional media almost always deviate from the con-
fines of a precise linear perspective view. Many digital artists, how-
ever, continue to struggle with the standard pinhole camera model
used in Computer Graphics to generate expressive 2D images of
3D scenes. The history of the use of linear perspective in art out-
lined in Figure 2 provides good insight into its benefits and limita-
tions. Even though the earliest documented observation of perspec-
tive has been dated to approximately 4000 B.C., renderings of 3D
scenes as late as 1400 lack depth and show clear perspective errors,
as can be seen on the tower in an illustration from the Kaufmann
Haggadah. Artists in the early 1400s, beginning with Brunelleschi,
used mirrors, camera obscura, and other optical devices to aid their
understanding of perspective. This understanding was reflected in
art until the 20th century, when inspired by the theory of relativity,

∗e-mail: patrick@dgp.toronto.edu
†e-mail: karan@dgp.toronto.edu

Figure 1: A nonlinear projection rendering from Ryan, designed
with our interactive system

artists such as Picasso broke from the confines of linear perspective
to integrate the temporal view of a scene as a nonlinear projection.

Linear perspective has the primary advantage of being a simple
and approximate model of the projections associated with both real
cameras and the human visual system. The model also provides
simple, consistent, and easily understood depth cues to the spa-
tial relationships in a three-dimensional scene. From a mathemati-
cal standpoint, the pinhole camera model is a linear transformation
that provides an efficient foundation for current graphics pipelines
within which rendering issues such as clipping, shadowing, and il-
lumination are well understood. While a linear perspective view is
a robust medium for viewing localized regions of a scene, it can
be restrictive for the visualization of complex shapes and environ-
ments.

This work has been inspired by two pieces of concept artwork
from the animated production Ryan, in which deviations from lin-
ear perspective are used to convey cinematic mood and a character’s
state of mind. Given that humans have a strong mental sense of lin-
ear perspective, subtle variations in perspective provide an animator
with the ability to generate a sense of uneasiness in the audience to
reflect the mood within the animated environment. Larger devia-
tions from a linear perspective can be used to affect the sense of
space or convey a feeling of lightness in the animation. Figure 3 is
a preproduction sketch, and like most artwork created before 1400,
shows a mix of projections used to view different parts of a scene.
Figure 4 is an artist-created composite image of 3D deformations
and multiple projections of the same scene. Evident in these two
concept pieces are the qualities of global scene coherence and local
distortions of geometry and shading resulting from changes in per-
spective. These characteristics become the design principles for our
approach to representing nonlinear projections as a combination of
distortion-inducing linear perspective cameras and constraints that
maintain global scene coherence.

In addition to this visual characterization, the authoring approach
should be intuitive to an animator experienced with conventional
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Representation Systems

• Parallel Systems - orthographic, oblique, axonometric, 
and isometric projections.

• Perspective - linear perspective (single-point, many-
point), non-linear perspective/projection.

• Mixed systems and multiple perspectives in a single 
representation.

Figure 2: History of perspective in art

methods of animating a single linear perspective camera. While
viewing the scene through this primary camera, the animator should
thus be able to add or remove scene distorting cameras that turn the
primary camera view into a nonlinear projection. As the nonlinear
projections need not be applied to all scene elements, the animator
needs the ability to interactively specify various scene constraints
to preserve overall scene coherence and to create a desired shot
composition.

We now present a brief description of how our nonlinear projec-
tion system fits these problem characteristics. A conventional ani-
mation workflow uses a single perspective camera for setting up and
animating a shot: we refer to this as the boss camera. Lackey cam-
eras are added as needed to represent different target linear views
of scene elements. The animator can chain lackey cameras to spec-
ify a projective path from the boss camera view to the target view.
The parts of a scene that a particular lackey camera influences will
be deformed to appear in the boss camera view as though viewed
by that lackey camera. The animator can also add constraints on
the position, size, and depth of deformed parts of a scene to better
control composition. Finally, the animator can control the resulting
illumination and shading of the scene as a combination of render-
ing parameters of the boss and lackey cameras. Illumination with
respect to the single view of the boss camera ignores effects of the
alternate views. This results in an appearance discrepancy between
the local regions of the nonlinearly projected image and the linear
perspective projections used by the animator to define the nonlinear
projection. We introduce two methods for incorporating the mul-
tiple views into illumination calculations, and compare these with
the single view illumination model. While both are appropriate, we
argue for the use of the model that is both more predictable with
respect to controlling multiple linear perspective cameras and has

Figure 3: Preproduction artwork for Ryan incorporating an artistic
combination of projection techniques

stylistically similar effects to those of nonlinear projection (Fig-
ure 5).

This paper presents the design and implementation of these con-
cepts within the animation system Maya, thus making three con-
tributions. First, we present an approach to interactively distorting
scene geometry so that when viewed through a standard linear per-
spective camera, the scene appears nonlinearly projected. Second,
we describe a framework that integrates multiple linear perspective
views with scene constraints into a single nonlinear projection of
the scene. Third, we address the impact of nonlinear projection on
rendering and explore various illumination effects.

1.1 Previous Work

Researchers have applied nonlinear projection in computer gener-
ated imagery for a variety of purposes. These include image warp-
ing, 3D projections, and multi-perspective panoramas. Singh[2002]
presents a good survey, but does not describe how these approaches
address rendering aspects such as clipping, shadows, and illumina-
tion of nonlinearly projected scenes. We give an overview of this
here, followed by a discussion of the work of Agrawala et. al.[2000]
and Singh[2002], which is of most relevance to this paper.

Image warping techniques[Fu et al. 1999] are inherently two-
dimensional approaches with limited ability to explore different
viewpoints. View morphing[Seitz and Dyer 1996] addresses the
interpolation of a viewpoint in images to provide morphs that have
a compelling three-dimensional look. Control over illumination,
however, is tied to the given images, resulting in artifacts such as
shifting shadows on view interpolation. Approaches that correct for
perceived distortions in images[Zorin and Barr 1995], due to curved
screens[Max 1983], or resulting from off-axis viewing[Dorsey et al.
1991] modify the geometric projection of pixels by varying their
relative size and position, but leave the perceptual view direction
and illumination unchanged. View dependent distortions to three-
dimensional scene geometry for animation and illustration[Martı́n
et al. 2000; Rademacher and Bishop 1998] are rendered correctly
since the intent is to deform geometry and not the viewpoint. Ab-
stract camera models that employ nonlinear ray tracing[Barr 1986;
Wyvill and Mcnaughton 1990; Glassner 2000] render scenes cor-
rectly, but can be difficult to control by artists and are not well
suited to interactive rendering. Multi-perspective panoramas cap-
ture three-dimensional camera paths into a single image [Wood
et al. 1997; Rademacher 1999; Peleg et al. 2000]. While these
approaches render correctly, they provide little control over varying
the importance and placement of different objects in a scene and are
also not well suited to interactive manipulation. Levene describes a
framework for incorporating multiple non-realistic projections de-
fined as radial transformations in eye-space[Levene 1998]. Illumi-

Figure 4: A preproduction composite of multiple nonlinear defor-
mations
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Consider the problem of 
representing or depicting 
a scene in a lower 
dimension - projection.

Object-based

View-based

Mixed

Singh, RYAN



Parallel Projection

• Object-centric, viewer independent.

• Used in early art, Eastern art, mechanical and 
architectural drawings, used in modern art 
(cubism, surrealism, expressionism).

In this case, orthogonals 
(projection rays in third 
dimension) are parallel. 

Borromini



Perspective

• View point-centric.

• Linear vs. curvilinear: uses vanishing curves 
instead of vanishing lines or points.

Linear single-point perspective       Non-linear perspective
Bruce MacEvoy, 2004



Mixed Systems

Breakfast 1914, Juan Gris

School of Athens, Raphael

• Multiple oblique projections and multiple 
perspectives combined into one drawing system. 
Done intentionally for different reasons.



3D Representation
• Nonlinear and 

multiple 
perspective in 
3D... time 
dimension or 
spatial 
location as 
view point 
can be 
multiple or 
non-linear.

Frank O. Gehry
MIT Strata Center



Alternative Projections/Perspectives to 
CG staple (single-point perspective)

• Alternatives are: mixed systems (religious art), 
multiple projections (cubism), multiple perspectives 
(Hockney, camera path drawings), curvilinear 
perspectives (imax, wide-angle, fish eye), non-linear 
and 3D warps.

• Used especially for expressive or representational 
reasons (i.e. divorce from viewer, make unreal, give 
best view).



Applications
• Projection on large surfaces 

(reduce distortion).

• Emmersive environments.

• IBR (warping, mapping).

• View-independent rendering.

• Better representation of data 
and local regions.

• Expressive CG imagery and 
animation.

• Simultaneous views of scene 
and data.

"Space Module"
 Kasa Usterhjusa



Non-linear Perspective 
Projections in CG

• Lots of work being done: image 
warping, 3D projections, multi-
perspective panoramas.

• Multi-projection rendering. 

Cubism and Cameras, Glassner

Figure 3 Tilt-pan. Computer-generated layout and frames
(3D views on left, extracted frames on right).

Making layouts even for these relatively simple moves can be
nontrivial.

2.1 Pan

Suppose that we wish to make a movie of a scene, taken by a
camera rotating from left to right with its gaze always horizontal
(a pan). We can ensure that the vertical centerline of each image is
correct by unrolling a cylindrical projection for our panorama (as
in QuicktimeVR [3]). Then the center vertical lines of extracted
rectangles are perfect, but the vertical line segments on the left
and right of the image appear too short. If the scene contains
parallel horizontal lines, they become curved lines with vanishing
points both to the left and to the right. Figure 2b demonstrates
a pan panorama created by our application. With tight framing
(Figure 2d) the bowed lines are not too objectionable.

2.2 Tilt-pan

As a more complex example, imagine that we are looking down
and out across a city from the roof of a tall building, and wish to
rotate our view from left to right. Our tripod is level, but the camera
is tilted down as we pan. This tilt-pan requires a more complex
layout.

If we simply use the cylindrical projection again, extracted rect-
angles from the lower portion of the cylinder will be deeply

Figure 4 Truck. Computer-generated layout (top two rows) and
frames (3D views on left, extracted frames on right). The four
panoramas at top are composited from front to back, starting with
the upper left panorama, and proceeding in clockwise order.

unsatisfactory: not only will horizontal lines become bowed so that
they all sag in the middle, but the extracted images will differ from
the original ones by a “keystoning” transformation. A far better
approximation is a conical projection [2].

Figure 3 shows a panorama created by our application for a tilt-
pan. Notice that the vertical direction is not mapped to a single
consistent direction in the panorama, and that the eventual sequence
of extracted rectangles rotates about the cone-point of the flattened
cone.

2.3 Zoom

Now suppose that instead of panning, we want to zoom (change
the focal length of a stationary camera). Our panorama is simply a
normal image from which we extract smaller and smaller windows.
In a painting the brush strokes will be enlarged as we zoom in, and
it may become necessary to cross-fade to a more detailed image.
For example, the opening sequence of Pinocchio ends with a zoom
toward the window of Gepetto’s cottage followed by a crossfade to
a detailed closeup of the cottage. (Of course, if the final panorama
is generated digitally, tools like multiresolution paint [1] can help
address this problem.)

2.4 Truck

If the camera’s center of projection moves, occlusions may change.
Cel animation has taken two approaches to changing occlusion.
One approach is to ignore it—small errors in realism may well
go unnoticed. This approach works for relatively small occlusion

Multiperspective Panoramas for Cel 
Animation, Wood et al

RYAN, Coleman and Singh



Cubism and Cameras... :  Glassner

• “Suppose you could take a camera - lens, film, and all 
- and stretch it like a blob of Silly Putty. You could wrap 
it around people, simultaneously capturing them from 
all directions.”

• Cubist Camera: presents many interpretations and 
points of view simultaneously. 



Cubism and cameras... :  Glassner

• Glassner combines multiple non-linear perspectives to 
make the imagery seamless and continuous. The non-
linearity of the perspectives allows them to be merged 
more easily.

• Implemented as a material plug-in that alters the ray by an 
‘eye’ surface and a ‘lens’ surface. Example of nonlinear ray 
tracing.

• Nonlinear raytracing handles lighting, but can cause 
artifacts.



Artistic multiprojection rendering: 
Agrawala, Zorin, Munzer

• A tool for creating multi-projection (of multiple 
perspectives) images and animations.

• Given scene geometry, UI to position local and master 
cameras.  Algorithm for multi-projection that solves 
occlusions.

not properly resolved with his approach and leaves this as an open problem for future work.
The previous multiprojection rendering systems require the user to directly manipulate the

parameters of their generalized projections. Such controls are not always natural and their effect
on the final image may be unintuitive. In contrast, we provide several novel camera constraints
that allow the user to obtain commonly desired effects with relative ease. Users can also directly
specify projection parameters when necessary.

Creating a multiprojection image is far easier with interactive rendering so that the user can
immediately see how changing a projection effects the final image. Earlier systems [12, 11]
use software ray tracing renderers; therefore, image updates are not interactive for typical im-
age sizes. Our system maintains interactive rendering rates by leveraging graphics hardware.
Although this restricts our current implementation to linear planar-projections, our visibility or-
dering algorithms would work with any invertible projection, including the generalized projection
formulations proposed by Inakage, Löffelmann and Gröller, or Levene.

4 Multiprojection Rendering

Our multiprojection rendering algorithm includes three computational stages. The input to the al-
gorithm is a set of camera groups, each associating a collection of geometric objects with one lo-
cal camera. The user must provide a master camera and can optionally specify

Master
Camera

Image Layers

Occlusion 
Constraints

Multiprojection Image

Render Image LayersUser!Specified
Occlusion

Constraints

Composite

Occlusion
Constraint
Detection

Set of Camera Groups

object-level occlusion constraints, both of
which are used to resolve visibility. In the
block diagram, white boxes represent com-
putational stages of the algorithm, while
gray boxes represent user-specified data.
The first stage of the algorithm renders each
camera group into a separate image layer.
We then merge the image layers together to
form the multiprojection image.

The main difficulty in the compositing
stage is the absence of a natural visibility

ordering. When visibility ordering differs from camera to camera, there is no unique way to re-
solve occlusion. Our key observation is that in most multiprojection images, all the local cameras
are relatively similar to one another and therefore generate similar visibility orderings. Instead of
specifying the occlusion relationship between every pair of objects in the scene, the user simply
specifies a master camera (often a local camera doubles as the master). We then use the mas-
ter camera to resolve visibility through a combination of two automatic techniques: 3D depth-
based compositing and standard 2D compositing based on object-level occlusion constraints. If
necessary, the user can directly modify the visibility ordering by specifying additional pairwise
occlusion relationships between image layers.

4.1 Visibility Ordering

With a single linear projection, visibility is defined unambiguously; the fibres, that is, the set of
points in 3D space that map to a point on the image surface, are straight lines. For any two points
that lie on the same fibre, occlusion is resolved by displaying the

A

B

C

point closest to the center of projection. This approach can resolve oc-
clusion whenever the fibres are continuous curves. With multiprojection
images, the fibres generally have a more complicated structure since the
mapping from 3D space to the image surface can be discontinuous. Sup-
pose, as in the diagram, that points A, B and C project to the same pixel
in their local images. The fibre of the multiprojection image at this pixel
consists of the union of the three dotted lines. It is difficult to automati-

cally compute a visibility ordering with complicated fibres because no natural ordering exists for
the points on different lines.

5

Algorithm must: resolve visibility, 
constrain cameras (choose best 
projections or perspectives), and 
perform interactive rendering. 



Artistic multiprojection rendering: 
Agrawala, Zorin, Munzer

• Each scene object is assigned to a local camera.

• Visibility is difficult because of inconsistent depth ordering. 
Use a ‘master camera’ and object-based occlusion 
constraints.

• Camera Constraints: for use in animations, based on best 
camera placement or movement for local scenes (object 
size, fixed-view, fixed-position, direction and orientation).

(a) Single projection master 
camera view

(b) Multiprojection with
depth compositing only

(c) Multiprojection with occlusion 
constraints and depth compositing

Fig. 2. To reduce the distortion of the column in the single projection image (a) we alter its projection as

shown in figure 5(c). In the multiprojection image, the point on the column (triangle) and the point on the

floor (circle) coincide. With depth-based compositing alone (b) the floor point “incorrectly” occludes the

column point since it is closer to the master camera. However, the column occludes the floor in the master

view. Applying this object-level occlusion constraint during compositing yields the desired image (c).

It may be tempting to resolve visibility for the multiprojection image by directly comparing
local depth values stored with each image layer. The rendering algorithm would then be quite
simple: we could add the local camera projection to the modeling transformation matrix for each
object and render the scene using a standard z-buffer pipeline without resorting to layer based
compositing. However, this approach would lead to objectionable occlusion artifacts. Suppose
our scene consists of a vase sitting on a table. If we simply add the vase’s local camera projection
into its modeling transform, in most cases the vase will intersect the table. Our algorithm handles
these situations more gracefully by using the master camera to impose visibility ordering while
employing local cameras to provide shape distortion. In our example, the master camera would
be the original projection, in which the vase and table do not intersect, and the local projection
would affect only the shape of the vase without affecting visibility.

Given the master camera, we can define an ordering for any set of points in 3D space based on
the distance from each point to the master camera viewpoint. To merge the image layers rendered
for each camera group, we transform all the pixels in each image-layer into world space using
their pixel coordinates and z-values. We then apply the master camera projection to these world
space points and use a standard z-buffer test to determine the frontmost point at each pixel of
the master camera image. However, figure 2 shows that the results produced by this depth-based
approach are not always satisfactory. The problem occurs because visibility is resolved for each
pixel independently, yet we want to preserve object-level occlusion constraints, such as “column
occludes floor”, that occur in the single projection master camera view. In the next section, we
describe a simple algorithm for automatically computing these constraints with respect to the
master camera. However, we will also show that visibility can not always be resolved using
object-level occlusion constraints alone. Thus, the compositing stage of our algorithm combines
two approaches. We use object-level occlusion constraints wherever possible and fall back onto
depth-based compositing only when the occlusion constraints are ambiguous.

While additional user intervention is not required, the user may explicitly specify occlusion
constraints between pairs of objects. These user-defined occlusion constraints are added to the list
of constraints computed via the occlusion detection algorithm. Conflicts between user-specified
constraints and computed constraints are resolved in favor of the user and the conflicting com-
puted constraints are removed from the list.

4.2 Object-Level Occlusion Constraints

Object-level occlusion constraints are defined for whole objects rather than individual points of
the objects. If every point of object A is in front of object B, we say that A occludes B. To
compute the occlusion constraints with respect to the master camera, we must determine for
each pair of objects A and B whether A occludes B, B occludes A or neither. Our occlusion
constraint detection algorithm is based on an algorithm described by Snyder and Lengyel[18].
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Artistic multiprojection rendering: 
Agrawala, Zorin, Munzer

• Fixes distortions, creates surrealist and 
toony styles.

• Good when objects disjoint.

• Doesn’t solve lighting and shadow 
problems.

Plate 1. Our reconstruction of Giorgio de 
Chirico’s Mystery and Melancholy of a Street. 
The thumbnails show the 5 local camera views,
with attached geometry highlighted in green.

white
bldg

van

brown
bldg

Plate 3.Multiple oblique projections create an artificial sense of 
perspective, but still allow some area comparisons. In (b) the  pink 
building’s rooftop area (arrow) is exaggerated. In (a) it correctly 
appears to be about the same size as the gray rooftop next to it.

(a) Multiple Oblique Projections

(b) True Perspective Projection

Plate 4.Our fixed!view constraint can improve composition and give 
scenes a "cartoony" feel. In (a) it is possible to see the faces of both 
characters. In (b) the sitting character’s face is not visible. The 
constraint only affects translational motion, so objects can rotate and 
deform as 3D bodies. In the animation frames to the left, the fixed!view 
constraint is enforced on both cars. In the first and last frame the  
views of the cars are the same, but when the blue car turns to pass the 
red car in the middle two frames, we can see the tires rotate and the blue 
character’s uniform becomes more visible than that of the red character.

(a) Fixed!View Constraint on Car (b) Single Projection

Plate 2. A multiprojection still life containing 10 camera groups took
about an hour to create with our system. The impressionist style 
painting was created in a post!process using Hertzmann’s [7] image 
processing algorithm.
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A fresh perspecive: Karan Singh
• Creates images from a 

nonlinear perspective by 
combining the perspectives of 
multiple cameras.

• Different from Agrawala 
because resulting image of 
each object is potentially 
influenced by all cameras.

• Can create more continuous 
multi-perspectives to actually 
attain a ‘non-linear’ 
perspective.

We now calculate the weight vector < w1P , .., wnP >
for a point P in the scene.

3.2 Computing the relative influence of cameras

F1
E1

E2

E3

F2
F3

Dropoff radius for 
positional influence
of camera1

Viewing frustum 
for camera2

Directional influence
of camera3>camera2
at point P

P

Viewing direction 
for camera2

Center of interest
for camera3

Eye for camera1

Figure 5: Camera parameters

We use two heuristics that result in smoothly varying

weight vectors for points in the scene.

• Positional influence : is based on the observation
that a local region around the center of interest or

focus of an exploratory camera is likely to be vi-

sualized using that camera. This is computed as a

radial dropoff function around the center of interest;

the intensity, radius of influence and decay rate of

which are under user control (See Figure 5).

• Directional influence : similarly notes that points
in the scene that are along the viewing direction of

an exploratory camera are more likely to be visu-

alized by that camera than points on the fringes of

the camera’s viewing frustum [6]. We compute this

as a prismatic dropoff function that decays from the

view direction axis to the extent of the trapeziodal

frustum that is obtained from the viewing parame-

ters of the camera [6] (See Figure 5). Once again

the intensity, radius of influence and decay rate of

the dropoff function are under user control.

Directional influence provides a number of useful sci-

entific projections like panoramas. Figure 6 shows the

same exploratory camera configuration as Figure 4 with

directional influence activated. The resulting non-linear

projection is a smooth panoramic transition from the view

of the bottom-right panel to the top-right panel as the

viewport moves from left to right. Fish eye views can

also be obtained using directional influence for a planar

Figure 6: UI Framework (directional influence)

(a) Nose camera active

(b) Nose camera inactive

Figure 7: Refining the visualization (positional influence)



A fresh perspecive: Karan Singh

• Interactive and familiar approach.

• Can weight cameras based on distance from object 
or viewing direction of camera (localizes effect of 
camera).

• Does not handle illumination issues and does not 
control global scene coherence.

(a) (b) (c) (d)

(e) (f) (g)

Figure 9: Case Study I

(a) (b) (c)

Figure 11: Case Study II

Figure 10: Case Study II: Camera configuration

cent squares are the 8 viewports. Some of them are hor-

izontally scaled by -1 to unravel the object better but are

also responsible for the twisted behavior of the orange

and royal blue edges. The relative depth of the purple-

magenta-pink corner’s viewport is changed to make the

cube projection appear turned inside out in Figure 11b.

Note that the silhouette of the edges remains unchanged.

Changing the depth on the green-limegreen-blue corner’s

viewport in Figure 11c results in a 2D projection of a 3D

projection of a tesseract (a common Escher motif, held

by the jester in his work titled Belvedere).

4 Conclusion

We have presented a new interactive approach for explor-

ing and rendering 3D objects. Our chief contribution is an

intuitive way for artists to experiment with a 3D subject

and subsequently convey it expressively in a 2D render-

ing. Aside from its applicability to non-photorealistic and

painterly rendering, the model has wider applications in

scientific visualization, where the limitations of the tradi-

tional linear perspective are well recognized [20]. Inter-

action of illumination models with such non-linear pro-

jections is fertile area for future research. In conclusion,

the approach presented in this paper marks a step towards

overcoming the limited expressive potential of existing

projection models. We hope that this work will motivate

further discussion and open the door to an interesting new

type of computer generated imagery.
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RYAN: Rendering your animation 
nonlinearly projected

• Nonlinear projection system that integrates 
into the conventional animation workflow.

• Interactive techniques to control and 
render scenes using nonlinear projections.

• A linear combination of linear perspectives.

(a) (b) (c) (d)

Figure 14: RyanCafeteria Set

(a) (b) (c) (d)

(e) (f) (g) (h)

Figure 15: RyanBathroom Set
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RYAN: Rendering your animation 
nonlinearly projected

1. Distorts scene geometry so under linear 
perspective appears nonlinearly perspective.

2. Provides interactive authoring of nonlinear 
projections with scene constraints and linear 
perspective cameras.

3. Addresses nonlinear projection’s effect on 
rendering and illumination.

In a mixed perspective scene, the goal is to keep qualities of global coherence and local 
distortions of geometry and shading result from the changes in perspective.



RYAN: Rendering your animation 
nonlinearly projected

• Boss camera is the traditional linear perspective. 
Lackey cameras represent local linear views. 

• Lackey camera deforms objects (in scene space) so 
that through the boss camera, they have view 
properties of the lackey, depending on weight of 
lackey for the objects.

• Incorporate the multiple views of the lackey 
cameras into the illumination calculations.



RYAN: Rendering your animation 
nonlinearly projected

• Constraints maintain global 
coherence (and stop walls from 
collapsing). 

• Camera weights restrict influence.

• Chained lackeys (in-betweens) for 
better interpolation between boss 
and lackey and for better illumination 
blending.

(a) With constraints

(b) Without constraints

Figure 6: Removal of scene constraints: wall and ceiling collapse
into scene

2.1 Constraints

Agrawala et. al.[2002] demonstrate that for multiple linear projec-
tions, it can be desirable to constrain objects in space to preserve
their relativeposition and size in a composited scene. They handle
these constraints with a translation and scale in screen space after
theobject hasbeen projected. Singh[2002] allowsauser to control
the relative position and size of camera projections through view-
port transformationswithin thecanvas.
Figure6 shows the importanceof constraints in our system. The

removal of sceneconstraintscausesthetableon theleft toundergoa
largevertical translation due to thediffering positionsof the lackey
cameradefining itsprojection and thebosscamera. Theceiling and
back wall cave into the undeformed portion of the scene for simi-
lar reasons. In practice, selective nonlinear projections of complex
scenes are easy to mangle without a number of constraints to lay
out shot composition in screen space.
We define a spatial constraint matrix Con using two reference

framesRf and Rt , represented as 4x4 matrices. Wewould like the
to see Rf as seen through the ith lackey camera to have the size,
position and orientation of Rt when seen through the boss camera.

(a) Pillar, Rt (lackey view) (b) Constraint deformed
pillar, Rt , Rf (bossview)

Figure7: Constraint setup

The resulting spatial constraint matrix1 is:

Con = (Cartesianize(RfCiMiVi))−1Cartesianize(RtCbMbVb) (3)

The resulting deformation transform for the lackey camera with a
constraint is similar to Equation 1, but with the constraint matrix
appropriately inserted:

Ai = CiMiVi(Con)(CbMbVb)−1. (4)
Con is most often a per object constraint defined for all lackey

cameras, but it can also beglobal for all objectsor even defined on
aselectivebasisper object per lackey camera.
Figure7 demonstrates theuseof aposition constraint on apillar

seen from an alternate point of view. Figure 7a shows the original
pillar geometry from the lackey camera’s point of view, aswell as
a reference frame Rf that indicates a positional constraint on the
geometry. Figure 7b shows the column deformed to have the pro-
jective appearance of the lackey camera’s point of view, but seen
from the boss camera, which is located to the right of the lackey
camera. Without application of the constraint, the column would
appear at the same location in screen space in each view. The ad-
ditional reference frame Rt indicates the deformed position of the
constrained point, and the constraint effects the imagespace trans-
formation necessary to hold thecolumn in place relative to Rf .
For complex objects it might be necessary to define multiple

constraints. Points on the object are constrained to proximal ref-
erence frames. Formally stated, a set of constraintsCon1, ..,Conm
aredefined using framesRf1, ..,Rf m andRt1, ..,Rtm. Theconstraint
matrix Con(P) for a point P is defined using frames Rf (P) and
Rt (P). Rf (P) and Rt (P) are computed as weighted interpolations
of framesRf1, ..,Rf m and Rt1, ..,Rtm, respectively. Theweight for
constraint j is inversely proportional2 to the Euclidean distance
from P to theorigin of frameRf j. WeprecomputeAprei = CiMiVi
and Aposti = (CbMbVb)−1 to represent the deformation of a point
P, combining Equations2 and 4 as:

P′ = P+
n

∑
i= 1

P(wiP((Aprei)(Con(P))(Aposti)− I)). (5)

2.2 Camera Weight Computation

Figure 8 illustrates a number of parameters introduced by
Singh[2002], which can be used to calculate the influenceweights
of cameras. These include camera direction, the center of interest,
and user painted weights.

1Cartesianize represents the effect of a perspective divide such that the
constraint transformation isaffine.

2To avoid division by zero, the weight for constraint j is 1/(1+ d),
whered is thedistance from P to theorigin of Rf j.
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(a) With constraints

(b) Without constraints

Figure 6: Removal of scene constraints: wall and ceiling collapse
into scene

2.1 Constraints
Agrawala et. al.[2002] demonstrate that for multiple linear projec-
tions, it can be desirable to constrain objects in space to preserve
their relativeposition and size in a composited scene. They handle
these constraints with a translation and scale in screen space after
theobject hasbeen projected. Singh[2002] allowsauser to control
the relative position and size of camera projections through view-
port transformationswithin thecanvas.
Figure6 shows the importanceof constraints in our system. The

removal of sceneconstraintscausesthetableon theleft toundergoa
largevertical translation due to thediffering positionsof the lackey
cameradefining itsprojection and thebosscamera. Theceiling and
back wall cave into the undeformed portion of the scene for simi-
lar reasons. In practice, selective nonlinear projections of complex
scenes are easy to mangle without a number of constraints to lay
out shot composition in screen space.
We define a spatial constraint matrix Con using two reference

framesRf and Rt , represented as 4x4 matrices. Wewould like the
to see Rf as seen through the ith lackey camera to have the size,
position and orientation of Rt when seen through the boss camera.

(a) Pillar, Rt (lackey view) (b) Constraint deformed
pillar, Rt , Rf (bossview)

Figure7: Constraint setup

The resulting spatial constraint matrix1 is:

Con= (Cartesianize(RfCiMiVi))−1Cartesianize(RtCbMbVb) (3)

The resulting deformation transform for the lackey camera with a
constraint is similar to Equation 1, but with the constraint matrix
appropriately inserted:

Ai = CiMiVi(Con)(CbMbVb)−1. (4)
Con is most often a per object constraint defined for all lackey

cameras, but it can also beglobal for all objectsor even defined on
aselectivebasisper object per lackey camera.
Figure7 demonstrates theuseof aposition constraint on apillar

seen from an alternate point of view. Figure 7a shows the original
pillar geometry from the lackey camera’s point of view, aswell as
a reference frame Rf that indicates a positional constraint on the
geometry. Figure 7b shows the column deformed to have the pro-
jective appearance of the lackey camera’s point of view, but seen
from the boss camera, which is located to the right of the lackey
camera. Without application of the constraint, the column would
appear at the same location in screen space in each view. The ad-
ditional reference frameRt indicates the deformed position of the
constrained point, and the constraint effects the imagespace trans-
formation necessary to hold thecolumn in place relative toRf .
For complex objects it might be necessary to define multiple

constraints. Points on the object are constrained to proximal ref-
erence frames. Formally stated, a set of constraintsCon1, ..,Conm
aredefined using framesRf1, ..,Rfm andRt1, ..,Rtm. Theconstraint
matrix Con(P) for a point P is defined using frames Rf (P) and
Rt (P). Rf (P) and Rt (P) are computed as weighted interpolations
of framesRf1, ..,Rfm and Rt1, ..,Rtm, respectively. Theweight for
constraint j is inversely proportional2 to the Euclidean distance
from P to theorigin of frameRf j . WeprecomputeAprei = CiMiVi
and Aposti = (CbMbVb)−1 to represent the deformation of a point
P, combining Equations2 and 4 as:

P′ = P+
n
∑
i= 1
P(wiP((Aprei)(Con(P))(Aposti)− I )). (5)

2.2 Camera Weight Computation
Figure 8 illustrates a number of parameters introduced by
Singh[2002], which can be used to calculate the influenceweights
of cameras. These include camera direction, the center of interest,
and user painted weights.

1Cartesianize represents the effect of a perspective divide such that the
constraint transformation isaffine.

2To avoid division by zero, the weight for constraint j is 1/(1+ d),
whered is thedistance fromP to theorigin of Rf j .
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RYAN: Rendering your animation 
nonlinearly projected

• Use original geometry so 
shading is not based on the 
deformed geometry.

• Illuminate by blending 
illumination of boss and lackey 
cameras, or set a single view 
point for lighting.

for shadow calculations. Precomputed shadow depth maps used
in multi-pass rendering should be generated with nonlinear projec-
tion disabled, and the determination as to whether a surface point
is in shadow should reference the corresponding point on the unde-
formed surface. Ray traced shadow calculations in off-line render-
ers can use the undeformed geometry in all shadow ray calculations.
After correcting the shadow calculations, the keyboard appears as
in Figure 10d. The distracting self shadowing is no longer present,
and only projective effects remain (illumination is also calculated
appropriately as described in the next section).

(a) Camera setup (b) Boss camera view

(c) Nonlinear projection
(wrong shadows and shad-
ing)

(d) Nonlinear projection (cor-
rect shadows and shading)

Figure 10: Shadows

3.3 Illumination

Many global and local illumination calculations are view depen-
dent. A nonlinear projection will affect these computations, as the
view vector at a surface point is now dependent on the local projec-
tion. As our perspective model is based on a linear combination of
linear projections, we define a similar illumination model. Regions
of a scene projected from a single viewpoint are simple; the view
vector derived from the corresponding lackey camera is used. Re-
gions of interpolated projections are illuminated using one of two
approaches:

1. The viewpoint is that of the weight interpolated virtual lin-
ear perspective camera through which the given point is pro-
jected. The point is illuminated with respect to this viewpoint.

2. There is no single viewpoint. In this case, the point is illumi-
nated with respect to the boss camera and each contributing
lackey camera viewpoint. The illumination results are then
blended together using a normalized weight vector propor-
tional to the weight contributions of the lackey cameras. As
with shadow calculations, all illumination values are calcu-
lated with respect to the undeformed geometry.

In practice, we find that animators prefer the latter concept, as
they are able to better predict the expected illumination by looking
at the projection through the boss and various lackey cameras. Fur-
ther, chained lackey cameras allow us to combine these two ideas
into a single model. In addition, blending illumination calculations
allows for a greater variety of surreal effects. Figure 11 shows an
example of this flexibility, where no single viewpoint would be ca-
pable of creating the dual views of the character seen reflected in
the sphere. In this particular example, the illumination model is
isolated from the projection model, and projection is disabled.

As a comparative example, Figure 5 shows three variations of
illumination for an object viewed with two cameras. The object
has been deformed such that when viewed from the boss camera,
it appears as an equally weighted combination of projections to the
boss camera’s view and to the lackey camera’s view. Figure 5a
shows the layout of the cameras, the undeformed geometry, and
two spotlights used for illumination. The virtual camera represents
an interpolated viewpoint.

In Figure 5b, the geometry is illuminated with respect to the boss
camera viewpoint. Note the two highlights: one directly in front of
the viewer reflecting spotlight 1 and one halfway to the region di-
rectly illuminated by spotlight 2, with no illumination effects due
to the presence of the lackey camera. Figures 5c and 5d show two
methods by which the illumination from the lackey camera might be
incorporated. In Figure 5c a virtual camera representing an interpo-
lation between the boss and lackey cameras is used as the viewpoint
in the illumination calculations for the entire object, resulting in the
two modified highlights. In Figure 5d, the object is illuminated
with respect to both the boss and lackey cameras, and the results
are blended, resulting in four attenuated highlights, although two
are close enough to appear as single stretched highlight. Applying
this illumination technique to stylized shaders allows for the cre-
ation of images such as seen in Figure 9.

4 Implementation

This section describes the implementation of these concepts writ-
ten as a plug-in to the animation system Maya. We first describe
the interface to the system, adapted from the approach presented by
Singh[2002]. The deformation and rendering system as incorpo-
rated into Maya is then presented.

4.1 User Interface

In our system, a user animates a scene with a traditional linear per-
spective camera–the boss camera. Current animation systems such
asMaya allow users to create, manipulate, and simultaneously view
any number of linear perspective cameras. Within our system, the
user can at any time label any of these cameras as lackey cameras

Figure 11: Dual reflections using blended illumination
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for shadow calculations. Precomputed shadow depth maps used
in multi-pass rendering should be generated with nonlinear projec-
tion disabled, and the determination as to whether a surface point
is in shadow should reference the corresponding point on the unde-
formed surface. Ray traced shadow calculations in off-line render-
ers can use the undeformed geometry in all shadow ray calculations.
After correcting the shadow calculations, the keyboard appears as
in Figure 10d. The distracting self shadowing is no longer present,
and only projective effects remain (illumination is also calculated
appropriately as described in the next section).

(a) Camera setup (b) Boss camera view

(c) Nonlinear projection
(wrong shadows and shad-
ing)

(d) Nonlinear projection (cor-
rect shadows and shading)

Figure 10: Shadows

3.3 Illumination
Many global and local illumination calculations are view depen-
dent. A nonlinear projection will affect these computations, as the
view vector at a surface point is now dependent on the local projec-
tion. As our perspective model is based on a linear combination of
linear projections, we define a similar illumination model. Regions
of a scene projected from a single viewpoint are simple; the view
vector derived from the corresponding lackey camera is used. Re-
gions of interpolated projections are illuminated using one of two
approaches:

1. The viewpoint is that of the weight interpolated virtual lin-
ear perspective camera through which the given point is pro-
jected. The point is illuminated with respect to this viewpoint.

2. There is no single viewpoint. In this case, the point is illumi-
nated with respect to the boss camera and each contributing
lackey camera viewpoint. The illumination results are then
blended together using a normalized weight vector propor-
tional to the weight contributions of the lackey cameras. As
with shadow calculations, all illumination values are calcu-
lated with respect to the undeformed geometry.

In practice, we find that animators prefer the latter concept, as
they are able to better predict the expected illumination by looking
at the projection through the boss and various lackey cameras. Fur-
ther, chained lackey cameras allow us to combine these two ideas
into a single model. In addition, blending illumination calculations
allows for a greater variety of surreal effects. Figure 11 shows an
example of this flexibility, where no single viewpoint would be ca-
pable of creating the dual views of the character seen reflected in
the sphere. In this particular example, the illumination model is
isolated from the projection model, and projection is disabled.

As a comparative example, Figure 5 shows three variations of
illumination for an object viewed with two cameras. The object
has been deformed such that when viewed from the boss camera,
it appears as an equally weighted combination of projections to the
boss camera’s view and to the lackey camera’s view. Figure 5a
shows the layout of the cameras, the undeformed geometry, and
two spotlights used for illumination. The virtual camera represents
an interpolated viewpoint.

In Figure 5b, the geometry is illuminated with respect to the boss
camera viewpoint. Note the two highlights: one directly in front of
the viewer reflecting spotlight 1 and one halfway to the region di-
rectly illuminated by spotlight 2, with no illumination effects due
to the presence of the lackey camera. Figures 5c and 5d show two
methods by which the illumination from the lackey camera might be
incorporated. In Figure 5c a virtual camera representing an interpo-
lation between the boss and lackey cameras is used as the viewpoint
in the illumination calculations for the entire object, resulting in the
two modified highlights. In Figure 5d, the object is illuminated
with respect to both the boss and lackey cameras, and the results
are blended, resulting in four attenuated highlights, although two
are close enough to appear as single stretched highlight. Applying
this illumination technique to stylized shaders allows for the cre-
ation of images such as seen in Figure 9.

4 Implementation
This section describes the implementation of these concepts writ-
ten as a plug-in to the animation system Maya. We first describe
the interface to the system, adapted from the approach presented by
Singh[2002]. The deformation and rendering system as incorpo-
rated into Maya is then presented.

4.1 User Interface
In our system, a user animates a scene with a traditional linear per-
spective camera–the boss camera. Current animation systems such
asMaya allow users to create, manipulate, and simultaneously view
any number of linear perspective cameras. Within our system, the
user can at any time label any of these cameras as lackey cameras

Figure 11: Dual reflections using blended illumination
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RYAN: Rendering your animation 
nonlinearly projected

Figure13: Bringing occluded regions into view with nonlinear per-
spective

progresses. We recognize, however, that manipulating many cam-
eras can be a complicated task. The development of higher level
techniques for manipulatingmultiple cameras isasubject of future
work.
In summary, thispaper presentsanew formulation for interactive

nonlinear projections that addresses spatial scene coherence, shad-
ows, and illumination, aswell as their integration into current pro-
duction pipelines. Practical methods of constructing various non-
linear projection effectsareshown. Our resultsshowcasetheuseof
our technique in thecommercial animation production Ryan.

6 Acknowledgments
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Figure 13: Bringing occluded regions into view with nonlinear per-
spective

progresses. We recognize, however, that manipulating many cam-
eras can be a complicated task. The development of higher level
techniques for manipulating multiple cameras is a subject of future
work.

In summary, this paper presents a new formulation for interactive
nonlinear projections that addresses spatial scene coherence, shad-
ows, and illumination, as well as their integration into current pro-
duction pipelines. Practical methods of constructing various non-
linear projection effects are shown. Our results showcase the use of
our technique in the commercial animation production Ryan.
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